**diary of a serial killer**
The latest instalment of the Netflix crime documentary marks the first time a legacy media brand — India Today — has taken a step towards streaming content.

**making indian true crime: the story behind indian predator: the diary of a serial killer**
The Diary of a Serial Killer offers a peek into the sinister workings of a twisted human mind and the lengths it can go to. The India Today Original series is currently streaming on Netflix.

**indian predator the diary of a serial killer is like nothing you've seen before | review**
As shocking as the claims surrounding Raja Kolander are, what he was actually imprisoned for doesn’t involve cannibalism.

**‘indian predator: the diary of a serial killer’: who is raja kolander and where is he today?**
Netflix described the latest arrival as: "A new terrifying case and an all new season of Indian Predator: Diary of a Serial Killer arrives 7th. A journalist murdered, a

**is indian predator: the diary of a serial killer based on a true story?**
Unlike most Indian true-crime outings, the Netflix show doesn’t jump to conclusions, believing instead in spotlighting every perspective possible. The result is an accomplished piece of journalistic

**how indian predator: the diary of a serial killer succeeds in dissecting the making of a criminal in an unjust society**
The second part of the documentary series has the privilege of access, but can’t quite wrap it into something stunning or fascinating.

**indian predator diary of a serial killer review: laboured documentary punches below its weight**
The second instalment of the doc-useries rights the wrongs of the previous one, with a well-crafted narrative that explores the psyche of a terrifying killer while also employing different social lens.

**‘indian predator: the diary of a serial killer' review: a chilling exploration into a killer's mind**
Netflix debuted its Indian true-crime documentary series Indian Predator, the first part of which delved into the crimes of Chandrakant Jha, or The Butcher of Delhi. The sophomore season debuts on

**the chilling real story of indian predator raja kolander, from netflix's diary of a serial killer**
This part in the Indian Predator series comes in three episodes, and is a full account of the sleuthing that led-up to the arrest alleged serial killer Raja

**indian predator: the diary of a serial killer - 2022 netflix series - review**
Blending expert commentary with valuable socio-political context, the second instalment of Netflix's true crime series doesn't make the same
mistakes as the first.

**Indian Predator** the *Diary of a Serial Killer* review: New Netflix true crime series is a great improvement over the Butcher of Delhi

Although the courts found no evidence to support the claim that Niranjan feasted on his victims, The Diary of a Serial Killer has an episode titled Cannibal. The series includes conversations with

**'Indian Predator: the Diary of a Serial Killer' review – more keen on gore than insight**

Netflix has a reputation for creating some of the best and most engaging crime documentaries, however, the second instalment of its Indian Predator series leaves you with more questions than answers.

**'Indian Predator - the Diary of a Serial Killer' could be a great documentary, but it isn't**

The Netflix documentaries on the Burari deaths and The Butcher of Delhi have proven the marketability of the true crime genre in India, with the latest example being the India Today Originals

**Netflix Indian Predator review: the Diary of a Serial Killer aced caste politics**

Season 2 of the Netflix true-crime documentary series "Indian Predator" hits the streamer on Wednesday, September 7.